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InterSection Workshop
“Women and the academic ladder”
4th of March

PROGRAMME

Pi i Sunyer Room, Institute for Catalan Studies (IEC, c/ Carme 47, Barcelona)
Convenor: Lynn Kamerlin, Uppsala University, Chair Young Academy of Europe

5 pm–6.15 pm

Welcome

“Why should women graduate in engineering degrees?” By Clara Corbella, Engineer, Technical University of Catalonia

“The power of community. Looking back on my experience at a women’s liberal arts college: Mount Holyoke, Massachusetts”. By Margaret Luppino, Editor, translator and certified coach, Barcelona

“Women and the academic ladder in Iran”. By Maryam Ghafouri, Persian to Spanish translator, Spanish Language and Literature, UAM

COFFEE BREAK

6.45 pm–8.30 pm

“Women and the academic ladder. Gendered academic careers in Spain: some examples”. By M. Dolors Garcia-Ramon, Autonomous University of Barcelona

“The ‘dismal science’ of Economics and women: a personal experience”. By Lourdes Beneria, Cornell University (NY, USA)

Conclusions and perspectives: Lynn Kamerlin